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Figure 1: Examples of customized cheat sheets combining several aspects of visualizations. Left: example of sheets for the
adjacency matrix showing anatomy, visual patterns,and pitfalls. Right: Cheat sheet showing visual patterns for parallel coordinates
and boxplots.

A BSTRACT
A cheat sheet is a set of concise graphical and textual explanations,
inspired by infographics, data comics, and cheat sheets in other
domains. Cheat sheets aim to support learning, teaching, and the
regular use of both common and novel visualization techniques in
a variety of contexts. To design cheat sheets for visualization techniques, we describe four components of a cheat sheet: anatomy,
visual patterns, pitfalls and introduction and show examples for
three visualization techniques. Our cheat sheets address the increasing need for accessible material that supports understanding data
visualization techniques, their use, their fallacies and so forth by a
larger audience.
1 I NTRODUCTION
Visualization techniques are central to the practice of data visualization and its applications and huge number of techniques have been
designed. These visualization techniques are generally defined by a
specific visual encoding for marks, layout, and visual variables [6].
Although visualization techniques are intended to make information
more comprehensible, most of them require some degree of learning
and understanding of graphical conventions in order to properly
decode the representation and ’make sense of the data’ [7, 12]. With
a rapidly increasing array of techniques and applications across different fields, we see a natural demand for instructional resources on
how to learn, teach, and successfully use visualization techniques to
an ever growing and heterogeneous audience.
In this paper, we explore cheat sheets for visualization techniques (Fig. 1). In particular, we are interested in how to design
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such cheat sheets that are understandable and if they can be usable.
Cheat sheets are used both for summary and support, providing an
overview, learning, and casual look up during related tasks. Generally, a cheat sheet consists of graphical explanations for a specific
visualization technique. Our cheat sheets are partially inspired by
infographics, data comics [3,4,19] and their strengths [17] as well as
cheat sheets for programming languages. They aim to provide carefully designed visual and textual explanations, serving as resources
which can be adapted for different contexts and purposes. We present
cheat sheets for three non-trivial techniques, commonly taught in
visualization classes: parallel coordinates plots (PCP), adjacency
matrices (AM), and Whiskers Plots (boxplots). For each technique,
we designed four different sheets, each of which explains a specific
aspect of a technique and supports a different usage scenarios: (a)
introduction for giving a high-level overview over the technique, (b)
anatomy (explaining visual elements), (c) visual patterns and (d)
pitfalls.
2

R ELATED W ORK

The related works include data visualization literacy and data visualization learning supports. Data visualization literacy have been
defined in conceptual level [8] as well as task level [6,7]. It describes
an ability translating information mutually from an application domain to a visual domain, during which, an audience processing the
visualization by understanding 1) the frame of visual encoding; 2)
identifying visual patterns and 3) analyzing the content. To aid
this process, text books (e.g. [11]) give general concepts, examples
and design principles for visualizations, scientific papers (e.g. [5])
demonstrate visual patterns and online resources ( [1, 2, 15]) provide
categorizations, textual descriptions as well as aid to select alternatives. In data visualization application, cheat sheets have been used
to help designers choose a chart type [1, 10]. However, similar to the
visualization chooser cards [9] and flashcards [16], these approaches
either do not focus on techniques, or concentrate on cataloguing
techniques, rather than supporting their understanding. Although
the collection is broad, many explanations are lacking in detail, the

patterns that can be seen in the graphs are rarely discussed and only
superficially. To the best of our knowledge, there is no resource or
format that addresses the details of our cheat sheets.
3

C HEAT

SHEET TYPES

Each cheat sheet type consists of a header that includes an icon and
a unique color for a technique, the technique name, as well as the
type of sheet (see the example in supplementary materials).
Anatomy explains the visual elements of a visualization technique,
their composition, their specific terminology, and how they relate
to the data. The visual components of a visualization can include
individual visual marks (in the sense of Bertin [6]) as well as groups
of marks, axes, locations in a visualization etc. Often, visualizations
use similar visual marks to refer to different parts of a visualization,
e.g., lines in a PCP are used for both dimensions and elements. Other
visualizations use visual marks with very specific meaning such as
the Whiskers in a boxplot. Understanding the individual visual
elements components is key to understanding, correct interpretation
as well as communication and collaboration. we decided to show the
visual term on a gray background while the data term is shown on
white background associated through a jigsaw shape. For simplicity
we did not include alternative terminology (e.g., ‘node’, ‘vertex’).
Additional explanations are added in sparse textual annotations. Red
lines are used whenever too much information is overlaid.
The visual patterns sheet (or “patterns” for simplicity ) provides
a catalogue of meaningful patterns visible in a visualization. Patterns are key in correctly interpreting visualizations and making
discoveries. A visual pattern can be any sort of configuration in
the visualization with a specific meaning. We found many patterns
in the literature describing a specific technique (e.g., [5, 18]). A
visual explanation that shows the ‘idea’ of a pattern and can include annotations. We use dark shading to highlight the pattern and
gray shading to indicate its context if necessary. Variations of the
patterns are added for each pattern, showing differences in pattern
size, expression, location etc.
Pitfalls show possible misinterpretations of a visualization. While
there is a long list of technique independent pitfalls [13, 14] (including missing labels, different but hard to perceive colors, not
colorblind safe, or deceptive titles), we aim to list pitfalls specific
for a given technique. Moreover, while some pitfalls are introduced
by bad or intentional design of an individual visualization (e.g., truncated or inverted axes), other pitfalls are intrinsic to the technique
and require knowledge, rather than better design.
Our design for the pitfalls sheets includes three choices: i) highlighting the part that could be overlooked with arrows, circles (e.g.,
in PCP a scales are not necessarily start from ‘0’), or an exclamation
mark symbol , ii) using comparison to address the difference
(e.g., equal versus not equal in a matrix and ascending scale versus
descending scale in a PCP) and iii) using ‘3’ and ‘7’ for things to
do and things to avoid (e.g., do not change to a neighbouring row
while following a path in a matrix).
An introduction introduces a visualization technique in a specific
context, explains its purpose, and highlights important aspects described in the individual sheets. An introduction is a more elaborate
component that can include information from other sheets to provide
an introduction into the technique and overview over information in
the related sheets. For our introductions, we were mainly inspired
by data comics [3, 19].
4
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The sets of cheat sheet have been designed around simple, extensible
templates with the intention that there is a flexibility in the way in
which they are used. In particular, the modularity of our cheat sheets
makes it possible to assemble their content in new ways, collecting
and organizing the components to fit a particular audience and format. We believe our initial investigation is showing the potential

of cheat sheets and the current gap in resources for visualization
literacy. Hence, we invite designers, educators, and researchers, to
follow our example and to create cheat sheets and adapt them for
their needs. There are several directions for the expansion of cheat
sheets that merit exploration. Firstly, we want to create cheat sheets
for other rather unfamiliar visualizations, and explore alternative
designs and styles to our current sheets. Secondly, we need to obtain
feedback from in the wild studies to assess the value of cheat sheets
for understanding and using data visualizations. This will help us
improving our designs and decide how to best represent complex
content in a concise way. Eventually, we need to run more ethnographic studies to assess which information is required on the cheat
sheets and for which user group.
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